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Void elsword leveling guide

Yes, you are reading right, this is a guide to earn a lot of ED. I recently noticed that my friends don't know how to make money in this game, so I made this guide for them and now I'm doing it for you. Before I start, note that this guide has been made for the EU server, the prices and values can change
greatly for different servers. As I said on the title, the manual will be divided into transmission level. Eventually you'll find additional tips useful for everyoneLowest levels: SD gear or below is the lowest gear you'll ever get. With this outfit your best bet is to run the SD. The drop you want from this Barrier
Fragments. They are usually sold for 60k or higher. In addition to the snippets you can also get gear cubes that can be sold. Unique arms cubes can be sold for 15M, for example. Pros and cons: SDs are the easiest end dungeon game, however they require tickets to enter. While tickets can be easily
charred, they are small to reduce benefits. The best way to farm tickets is just running up to elianode dungeons. Medium: henir or heroic gear: This is probably the outfit most players will have, add empty weapons or not. With this equipment you are ready for Hell's Farm: Hall El.The drop you want to get
from here Elianod tickets. Each of them is usually sold for 9.5M aprox. Also, you can get El Tears and accessory that sells for 25M. I recommend using a character with auto-directed skills such as Daybreaker or Sariel as it will make the second half of the stage much faster. A mountain with automatic
targeted attacks can work too if you have one (which you can easily buy after this guide) and if you're lucky, you might even get a legendary forze skill. Pros and cons: Does not require tickets to enter and is a solo dungeon, meaning that quests and treasure chests will appear at normal speed. However,
the drop in agriculture here has a low chance of falling, which may result in no falls at all. Light difficulty consumes less than 5% stamina, but enemies are really annoying, while hard consumes less than 10%, but lighter enemies. The choice is hers. High-level transmission: Elianod armor (with good El
tears) and Void weapons. At this level, you may already know, but the best place for farming will be the Debrian Laboratory. Your desired fall here are three colors of dust that make El tears. Blue Dust sells for 150-250k each (dust prices change very quickly) Red is about 130K and purple is about 30K.
Secondary drop you would farming Elianod tickets again. In addition to dust, you can get El tears yourself, and if you Lucky: forze skills. And an accessory. Pros and cons. Tickets are not required, and dust drops are quite high. However, the dungeon can be difficult even for directed players and, moreover,
you may die during the second midboss dying animation as a result of costly gear repairs. GOD level gear: P2W Elianod and empty weapons. I can't. why would you need a farm ED at this level, but there is room even for you: Elianod Tower Defense. There are only two things worth farming here: El Tears
and Accessory. The accessory can be sold for about 1B ED and at the same time you can get about 6 El Tears to run if you're lucky. In the first phase of the dungeon ignore the boss and kill the mini-bosses to get more El tears. Pros and cons: Three tickets for entry are terribly expensive and you will
depend on RNG to get something valuable. It also consumes a lot of stamina. Another more viable option for this level is to run the Debrian laboratory alone. You get lower drop rates, but a huge EXP bonus. Tips for improving benefits!! - 100 ERP's mining chance is a must for obvious reasons. Getting an
extra chance to rob from other sources such as titles, cinematography, El Tears.... It's also a good idea.- ED drop ERP isn't as impactful as robbing chance, but it still increases the raw money you have it from the dungeons, use only if you have a spare point.- Get a silver board card from Ariel to get 9 slots
sale and don't have to pay for a seat items on board (30 days cost just 5M) - Make Reuben hot springs your new home A: Buy boiled eggs for cheap mana pots, use Anna to repair and get a positive effect (and recharge the fastenings faster if you use them)- Pet aura is a must. You will never imagine how
many drops you have lost for not having it. If you don't have it, use this guide to buy it as soon as possible.- Feed Anna gloves for your pet: Reuben's shop owner sells the cheapest armor in the game (gloves). Feeding them to your pet is more beneficial as they are a lot cheaper than the ed you get by
selling high-level garbage.- Always bring three friends. If you make Hall El, the big sides increase the prey rate and reduce your endurance intake.- Wait for the Gate of Darkness to have a positive effect to repair your gear, as its positive effect will reduce the cost of it by 50%. - If you sell things that need
printing always use this formula: the value of the goods - (print price - 10% board tax) often ask questions:Why not farm heroic dungeons? Aside from the ticket requirement, heroic gears need seals to be sold, which leaves only minerals to be sold, and even with ERP their speed is very low. They are also
too tight for low-level transmission and too easy for mid-level gear. Why elle tears is not the main goal? Only a few El tears are worth selling and they still need to be sealed. Inexperienced players can lose a huge amount of ED by trying to useless tears or selling expensive cheap. Erp? El Resonance
PointsWhy isn't it easy to run a debrican lab? I've done this guide trying to think the most effective way to face things. While the Debri laboratory has the best performance, low-level players will spend too much time and resources doing so. Will I be rich in one day with this guide?lol no. This main goal is to
get As much as possible ED with the least wasting of resources, you need time to get a lot of money. I think that's it. If you have some more useful data, please share it in the comments :3 RUBENClear Forest Ruins Once Intermediate Hauberk Weapon / Armor Cube Cobo Highly Concentrated Recovery Of
Thele x50 Ariel 1st Class Pre-Ticket Kobo Special Accessories Support Cube (30 days) (enter the course to view the content) DERVELClear South Gate in half Intermediate Raider Weapon / Armor Cube Kobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of The zelier x50 Kobo Ring Of Excellence (II) (30 days) 4
species of Cube ELDERClear Banthus Cave Twice Intermediate Hauberk Weapon / Armor Cube (Kobo) Highly Concentrated Recovery of The zele x50 Kobo Pet: Morte (30 Days) HAMELClear Temple frozen water twice intermediate Sturdy weapons / Armor Cube Cobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of
The Greene x50 Ariel Book of Transcendence: God's Will BETHMAClear Dragon Nest twice intermediate giant weapon / Armor Cube Kobo Highly concentrated Recovery of The Icery x50 Ariel 2nd Class Pre-Ticket SANDERClear Harpay Rock Twice Intermediate Honorary Armor Cube (Ariel) 9 Secret
Dungeon Weapons Cube Kobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of The Ice f50 ALTERAClear Altera Core Twice Intermediate Champion War Weapons / Armor Cube Kobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of The zelier x50 Ariel Camilla Secret Guide (Basic) Ariel Camilla Secret Guide (intermediate)
LANOXClear volcanic flame Entrance twice the intermediate high spirit of armor Cube Kobo Highly concentrated restoration of The endie x50 Kobo Mountain Selective Cube (30 days) FEITAClear Altar Dedication twice Intermediate Advanced Titan Weapon /Armour Cube Cobo Highly Concentrated
Recovery Of The zelier x50 (Ariel) Camilla Secret Guide (Extended) (Ariel) Camilla Secret Guide (Expert) Measuring Master Accessories (30 Days) Select 3 Views Cube ATLASClear Elysion Tower Twice x50 Ariel Ultimate Secret Guide Palace once Ariel 9 Apocalypse Type-Void Weapons Cube Ariel No 9
Elrianode Armor Cube (Luriel) Sage's Magic Stone x30 Cobo Highly concentrated restoration of the zelier x100 Luriel Red-Bean Sherbet x100 Luriel Ancient fossil tablets x100 Cobo Mariposa Requiem (30 Days) Cube Luriel Fighter zelion x20 AchieveLevel 15 Cobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of The
zelier x50 Ariel 1st Class Pre-Ticket Kobo Special Accessories Support Cube (30 days) AchieveLevel 25 Cobo Highly Concentrated Recovery x50 Kobo Pet : Morte (30 days) AchieveLevel 35 Kobo Highly concentratedReconstructed potion x50 Ariel 2nd classAdvance AchieveLevel 45 Kobo Recovery of
The zelier x50 (Ariel) Camilla Secret Guide (Intermediate) AchieveLevel 60 Kobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of The zelier x50 Ariel Camilla Secret Guide (Advanced) Ariel Ariel Ariel Secret Guide (Expert) The Secret Guide of Ariel Camilla (Expert) AchieveLevel 70 (Ariel) Philosophical Scroll x5 Ariel
The Book of Transcendence: God's Will Kobo Highly Concentrated Recovery of the zelier x50 Kobo Ring of Skills (II) (II) (II) 4 Views Cube AchieveLevel 80 No. 9 Secret Dungeon Weapons Cube (Ariel) Ultimate Secret Guide (Ariel) Philosophical Scroll x15 Kobo Mount Selective Cube (30 Days)
AchieveLevel 99 (Ariel) No 9 Apocalypse Type-Void Weapons Cube (Ariel) No 9 Elrianode Armor Cube (Kobo) Highly Concentrated Recovery Luriel Red-Bin Sherbet x100 The Magic Stone of the Sage x30 Luriel Ancient fossil tablets x100 Luriel Fighter zelie x20 Kobo Mariposa Requiem (30 days) Cube
from Elwiki Other Wikis in our network: v2.5 Content (New Character) Laby (Eternity) Laby (Winner and Forever) Shining Soul) New Dungeons 11 Special Dungeons of the New Character (Laby can't enter Ruben and Varnimyr to level 70) New achievements Elrianode and Varnimyr Revamp El Resonance
Points Revamp Gate of Darkness Update Guild VOID CUSTOM World ingredients VOID CUSTOM Eloderian and Varnimyr have been added to the store Naeun 'VOID CUSTOM) Modified Starter Cube (VOID CUSTOM) Champion Throne (NPC Camille) PvP Balance Patch (31/01/2019 KR Patch )
Balancing on Ara and Lou / Ciel in Elrianode and Var Varode Nimyr potions symbols system available for Maximode visual tab increased to 10 Maximo Gear / Accessories / Consumed / Material / quest / Special tab increased to 3 Exquisite Magic Stone Added (randomized stats, Weapons: 9%, Armor:
4.5%) A team with 2 members or more will now have more exp and awards, equal solo dungeon Demon Realm Debuff has diminished and no longer reduces defense Adaptation Efficiency in Raids has been increased to 2.3 and the ability to adapt to Accessories Camp: Crimson Buff Edge Realized (2%
Boss Damage, 2% Boss Damage Reduction and 2% AdaptiveNess) 3 new training dolls added to free training (Defense: Monkey Boss Rank: Wooden Tiger /Boss Rank: Stone Tiger) Heroic Improvements (Unique Heroic Gear No Longer Goes Below the Rank Lv.20, Heroic Quest Gives lv.9 Amulet -
Permanent Heroic Weapon Quest) Raid Party System (right click on your character on the field: Crimson Edge to apply for the party) Solo's queue is reduced to 30 seconds to wait for others or start the dungeon alone) Auto-Equip Update (equipment button and automatic equipment Magic Stones and
mystical stones merged into one button) Improved Mystic Enchant Improved (apply/undo the added feature, closing the Windows Mystic Enchant without pressing the Button Apply leads to none Different. UI Revamp Max character slots increased from 26 to 42 auto quests to take and quest assistant
improvements to 2nd work transcendence skills clips added to the system settings stats now available for basic animation skills clips will no longer be displayed when multiple cubes are opened 5 5 new titles, which can be purchased by level have been added Mailbox now available in the hot spring areas
of Elrianode and Varnimyr quest diarias added chat window configuration additions Improvements in the body proportion of the character Elrianode NPC Blacksmith can now fix the elements V 2 Release Timer Event.5 Duration: 15//02/2019 to 1/3/2019 v2.5 Gift Bag Timer Requirements - Your character
must be Lv.15 or higher - Stay logged into the game for 10 minutes in a row - Bag Gift can be purchased once on account of 3x 300% EXP Boost Medal Cube (7 days) 20x Philosophical Scroll - 500x Cobo Highly Concentrated Recovery Potion - 250x Damaged Recovery Village - VoidEls Class Changing
Cube Ticket Contains The following selected Class Change Tickets (Cobo) Class 1 Ticket Change (Kobo) 2nd Class Ticket Change (Kobo) Transcendence 2nd Class Ticket Change (Kobo) Ticket to Change 3rd Class (14 Days) My Friend Gurumi Accessory 10% Chance 10 MP When Attack 2% Double
Attack (14 Days) Emblem Victory Accessory 5% Critical 5% Maximum 5% Attack /Attack Damage (Dungeon) Recovery 100 MP after awakening (Cool down: 30 seconds) (Dungeon only!) Arrival Laby! Laby is the latest character and is now ready to join El Gang! Your class change medals (basic class up
to third class) are available at the outlet for free (0 EC)! Only (Eternity Winner and Shining Soul) Character Help: Official Trailer: El Resonance Revamp El Resonance is a system that allows characters with limitations to further improve their abilities that will apply to all characters in the account. The
resonance limit is 999. The el s Expansions system is available for free at the box office. Help: Guild Of Improvements Guild - Maximum Guild Level has been increased from 20 to 25 - A total of 31 new guild flag badges have been added to Myu - A Brief Introduction Guild is now available to new members
Join the guild! Help: Guild Basic Skins Guild Ability Revamp - Old Guild Skills have been reworked - New guild skills have been added to the Tree Mastery Guild - The second page is now available for your Guild Reference Skills: Guild Mini Games Link, Plan and Play With Friends Guild as part of these
new Dungeons Guild mini-games! Help: Gate of Darkness Revamp Improvements in the Gates of Darkness - Sinister Intentions Accessories Can Now Be Updated in Pan (in Made) - The accidental appearance of the Gate of Darkness has been removed - The Gate of Darkness is now available 24/7 in a
special gate tab of the Gate of Darkness of the Dungeon's Dungeon Next Potion can be created in an alchemist with Demon Realm Energy. Demon Realm Energy can be obtained by exchanging the Chapter and completing the Dungeon of the Gate of Darkness (and these are quests). Damaged Potion
Recovery Effects: - HP Consumes - Restores More MP - Restores Special Sensor (Ara, Lou and Ciel) Damaged Warrior Potions Effects: - Heals Less HP - Restores More MP - Restores Special Gauge (Ara, Lou and Ciel) Help: Laby Custom Level Content Up Cube Modifications - Level Up Cube (Lv.1) can
no longer be obtained from Episode 1 quest - Level Cube (Lv.1) can now be obtained from a new mission called Welcome to the Void! A quest welcome to Void Elsword can be completed by consuming a novice MP potion that can be purchased from any alchemist characters that were created prior to this
update can complete this mission as well! - Animation Sticker Cube (see El Lady) is no longer available in Level Up Cube (Lv.1) - Dragon Illusion cube (Ver.2) has been added to Level Up Cube (Lv.1) for all characters and can be placed on MW and Naeun's Temporary Ice Exchange Bank Old 15 days of
Ice Burner cubes have been replaced with the following cubes for all characters: Arch Angel Dark) - Nasod Battle Suit - Welder Imperial Guard - Heavenly Master - Black Table - Camilla's Shining Flower in PvP Champion Throne Craft Laby's flashy champion throne added to Camilla's crafts! Laby's Job
Change Items Laby's Custom Promo Costumes and Accessories (Rumble Pumn, Shining Romantica, Eternity Winner Shining Soul) Labie Regular Item Mall Costumes (2 Colors Per Set) (Dark Priest, Fantasia Academy, ELS Spring Rain, Dark Night and Bad Girls) Laby 1 Stuy Costumes (Chibi and Spa
Wear) Laby's Eyes (Odd, Star, Chic, Red and Black) Laby's , Place unfulfilled promises and radiant memories) Cotton Tail Set and accessory (2 colors, all characters)
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